ABSTRACT

Financial exchanges have begun a move from on-premise and custom-engineered datacenters to the public cloud, accelerated by a rush of new investors, the rise of remote work, cost savings from the cloud, and the desire for more resilient infrastructure. While the promise of the cloud is enticing, the cloud’s varying network latencies can lead to market unfairness: orders can be processed out of sequence, and market data can be disseminated to market participants at incorrect times due to varying latencies between participants and the exchange. We present CloudEx, a fair-access cloud exchange, which leverages high-precision software clock synchronization to compensate for noisy network conditions in the public cloud. We also discuss refinements to the CloudEx design that were informed by lessons learned from deploying CloudEx in two academic courses and conclude by outlining future research directions.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Networks → Cloud computing;
- Computer systems organization → Real-time systems;
- Applied computing → Online auctions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Equity markets provide financial services to hundreds of millions of market participants globally [5, 6]. In 2020 alone, these markets added 10 million new participants [13]. At the heart of these markets are electronic stock exchanges such as NASDAQ and NYSE.

Today’s exchanges use on-premise infrastructure that is heavily engineered to meet fair-access requirements. For instance, market participants are co-located in the same physical facility as the exchange. Further, they are connected to the exchange through cables whose lengths are equalized
across participants [2]. This ensures that participant orders do not overtake each other during order processing and that market data arrives at participants nearly simultaneously.

Recently, exchanges have been contemplating moving their on-premise infrastructure to the cloud. This move has been motivated by the rapid increase in the number of participants, lower outages in the cloud, and cost savings from moving to the cloud [11]. The rise of remote work due to the COVID-19 pandemic has also added urgency to this cloud migration [11, 34]. For instance, NASDAQ plans to migrate all markets to the public cloud in the next decade [9, 11] and has already started offloading data processing to the cloud [12].

While migrating exchanges to the public cloud has several benefits, the best-effort nature of the cloud also poses challenges to meeting fair-access requirements. For instance, in contrast to the deterministic exchange-participant latencies provided by carefully engineering network paths in on-premise exchanges, exchange-participant latencies in the cloud can vary unpredictably over time. This variation in network latencies causes unfairness: it allows some participants’ orders to overtake others en route to the exchange and allows market data to reach some participants earlier than others.

To understand the technical challenges of building a fair-access financial exchange in the cloud, in collaboration with a major stock exchange, we are building CloudEx—to our knowledge, the first demonstration of a fair-access exchange in the cloud. We have so far evaluated CloudEx in realistic settings using student participants in two courses. The learnings from both courses have helped us further refine CloudEx for real-world use.

CloudEx currently incorporates three main ideas. First, it uses high precision (nanosecond-level) software-based clock synchronization [30] to measure variable VM-to-VM latencies in the cloud. Variable message latencies can be compensated by delaying messages arriving earlier by a certain time \( d \) to ensure fairness (§2).

Second, in our course deployment of CloudEx, we observed that network latencies in the cloud change over time and with the number of participants. Thus, a fixed \( d \) will result either in higher-than-needed latencies or unfairness at some point. Hence, we developed a control strategy to tune \( d \) to achieve a target unfairness ratio, regardless of changing cloud conditions (§3).

Third, in our course deployment, we also observed high order submission latencies because of slow or failed gateways that connect participants to the exchange. For fault tolerance and to reduce latency, especially at the tail, orders in CloudEx are replicated and routed to the exchange through multiple gateway VMs. This allows the exchange to pick the earliest arriving order (§3).

![Figure 1: System Architecture of CloudEx](image)

We conduct a preliminary evaluation of CloudEx in §4. Our key takeaway from building CloudEx is that it is possible to build a fair-access stock exchange in the cloud. However, CloudEx has not yet been optimized for performance and its current throughput and latency (Table 1) fall short of on-premise exchanges (60–100K orders/second on average and \( \sim 60 \) µs [10, Page 21]). We discuss ongoing optimizations to improve CloudEx’s performance (§6) and outline other areas for future work (§7).

2 DESIGN

2.1 System Architecture

CloudEx consists of market participants, gateways, a central exchange server, and cloud storage. Fig. 1 summarizes the CloudEx architecture. Fig. 2 illustrates the lifecycle of an order in CloudEx. We use ZeroMQ [17] for reliable network communication between the different components. Each gateway clock is precisely synchronized to the reference clock at the central exchange server.

**Market Participants.** Each market participant owns a VM that is connected to one of the gateways. The participants are provided APIs that allow them to (1) submit orders and receive order and trade confirmations, (2) subscribe to real-time market data streams, and (3) query for historical market data from a long-term cloud storage module. To place an order, a participant constructs an order message and forwards it to the participant’s assigned gateway. An order message contains the symbol to be traded (e.g., a stock or future contract), the action (buy or sell), the number of shares, the order type (e.g., limit order [14] or market order [15]), and the limit price for limit orders.

**Gateways.** The gateways sit between the market participants and the central exchange server, routing orders to the central exchange server and routing market data to the participants [20]. Gateways are also required to secure the matching engine from abuse, e.g., unauthenticated or invalid orders. Each gateway hosts two modules: an order handler and a hold/release (H/R) buffer. The order handler authenticates
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1 Based on our conversations with exchange operators.
and validates orders received from the participants, and then assigns a globally synchronized timestamp to these orders before forwarding them to the central exchange server.\(^2\) The order handler is also responsible for routing order confirmations received from the central exchange server back to the participants (Fig. 2). Meanwhile, real-time market data received from the central exchange server is dispensed to each participant via the H/R buffers. Each H/R buffer holds a given piece of data until the prescribed release time for that piece of data. Assuming market data arrives early enough, precise clock synchronization and identical release times guarantee that market data is simultaneously sent to all participants.

**Sequencer.** The sequencer receives inbound orders from the gateways and enqueues each order into a priority queue based on the order’s gateway-assigned timestamp.

**Matching Engine.** The matching engine dequeues orders from the sequencer and runs the “continuous price-time matching” algorithm [8], used by most exchanges. The algorithm maintains two data structures: limit order books (Fig. 3) that store unmatched limit orders, and a portfolio matrix that tracks each market participant’s assets and cash balance. The limit order book for each symbol stores the bids and asks sorted in order of increasing limit price. A match, which produces one or more trades, happens when either an incoming bid (ask) specifies a price greater (respectively, less) than or equal to the lowest ask (respectively, highest bid) in the order book. Incoming limit orders that cannot be matched on arrival are added to the book. If multiple incoming limit orders at the same price are matched against a bid/ask in the limit order book, ties are broken based on the orders’ gateway timestamps, with priority given to the earlier timestamps.

After each order is processed, an order confirmation is generated and sent to the appropriate gateway’s order handler (Fig. 2). When a trade is executed, the portfolio matrix is updated, and a record of the trade is generated. Trade records consist of the traded symbol, the number of shares traded, and the execution price, and are persisted in Google Bigtable [26]. Market participants are provided an API to query historical market data from Bigtable.

**Market Data Dissemination.** The final function of the matching engine is to provide real-time market data streams to the participants via the H/R buffers at the gateways. Market data includes both trade records and periodic snapshots of the limit order books. Market participants subscribe to this data per symbol. Before trade records and limit order book snapshots are forwarded to the gateways, the matching engine assigns a release timestamp that specifies when the gateways ought to dispense each piece of market data to the participants (Fig. 2).

### 2.2 Unfairness: Definitions and Remedies

In practice, it is impossible to build a perfectly fair exchange because of the variable delays from the gateways to the matching engine. We quantify how unfair an exchange is through (1) an inbound unfairness ratio and (2) an outbound unfairness ratio. In an ideal exchange, both should be zero. To remedy each source of unfairness, we introduce a compensating delay parameter. We explain the unfairness ratios and delay parameters below.

**Inbound Unfairness Ratio.** Inbound unfairness ratio is defined as the percentage of total orders that are processed out of sequence. An order is considered to be processed out of sequence when its gateway-assigned timestamp is earlier than that of the preceding processed order.

**Outbound Unfairness Ratio.** Outbound unfairness ratio is defined as the percentage of total pieces of market data that are unfairly disseminated. A piece of market data is considered to be unfairly disseminated if one or more gateways receive it later than the data’s designated release time.

**Sequencer Delay Parameter, \(d_s\).** To address inbound (order) unfairness, the sequencing buffer is instructed to hold orders until a delay \(d_s\) has elapsed relative to their gateway timestamps. In other words, the sequencer dequeues an order \(O\) if and only if \(t_C - t_O \geq d_s\), where \(t_C\) represents the current time and \(t_O\) represents the gateway timestamp of the order. This delay provides orders submitted before \(O\)
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\(^2\)Order timestamps are taken at gateway VMs instead of the participant VMs for security: gateway VMs are owned and managed by the exchange operator, unlike participant VMs. The timestamps could also be taken in a secure enclave [7] within participant VMs.
sufficient time to arrive at the central exchange server and be properly sequenced by the priority queue before order $O$ itself is dequeued.

**Hold/Release Buffer Delay Parameter, $d_h$.** To address outbound (market data) unfairness, we use hold/release buffers. Consider a piece of market data $M$, and let $t_M$ represent its creation time at the matching engine. The hold/release buffer at each gateway is instructed to release $M$ at time $t_R$, where $t_R = t_M + d_h$, $d_h$ is the maximum time that a piece of market data has to wait in the hold/release buffer before it can be released to the market participants. This delay provides all gateways enough time to receive $M$ from the matching engine before $M$’s release time.

**Consequences of $d_s$ and $d_h$.** The values of $d_s$ and $d_h$ control the latency-fairness trade-off (Fig. 4) in CloudEx. Large delay parameter values cause the system to become less responsive to market participants due to larger latencies, while small values make the system less fair.

### 3 COURSE DEPLOYMENTS AND REFINEMENTS

To understand the challenges of operating CloudEx, we deployed it in two courses using students as participants. We discuss learnings from these deployments and how we refined CloudEx based on them.

**Deployment Setup.** For our first deployment, we held a 3-hour trading competition between 13 trading groups of high school students as part of a summer course. Over this competition, students placed roughly 1000 orders and 1000 trades across 10 symbols. For each symbol we initiated trading bots to place trades to induce specific price-time patterns on which students could engineer algorithms. For our second, larger, deployment, we deployed CloudEx in a financial technologies and algorithms course attended by undergraduate, masters, and PhD students. Over 8 trading days, 32 groups of students placed 4.2 million orders and 330000 trades.

**Learnings from Deployments.** Our first deployment led to changes in our APIs to make CloudEx more user-friendly. It also led us to the observation that we could support more symbols in CloudEx by sharding the matching engine over symbols. In our second deployment, we observed that with a fixed delay parameter, the unfairness ratios varied daily due to changing cloud network conditions. This led us to develop a control scheme (DDP) to tune delay parameters automatically based on sensed network conditions. We also observed that straggler and faulty gateways can inflate latency, leading us to a scheme (ROS) to replicate orders through multiple gateways for lower latency and fault tolerance.

**Sharding.** We shard the matching engine based on symbols, with each shard dequeuing orders from its own order priority queue and managing the limit order books of a subset of symbols. Based on its symbol, an order is routed to the corresponding shard.

**Dynamic Delay Parameters (DDP).** Empirically, in our deployments, we observed that there is no simple relationship between the unfairness ratios and the delay parameters (Figs. 4 and 5 further illustrate this). Hence, we cannot easily derive and directly control the unfairness ratio by setting the delay parameter to a static value. Further, time-varying latencies in the cloud necessitate that these parameters should be updated continuously to achieve a target unfairness ratio. To directly control the unfairness ratio, CloudEx continuously and independently tunes each delay parameter. For each parameter, DDP uses a rolling window of order/market data samples (of size 1000 samples/window) to calculate the unfairness ratios in real time. If the current unfairness ratio is above the target unfairness ratio, DDP increases the delay parameter by a small fixed amount ($5 \mu s$), else DDP decreases it by the same amount.

**Replicated Order Submission (ROS).** VMs are not homogeneous and stragglers are common in the cloud [27]. When market participants submit orders to a slow gateway, they suffer from a long delay before receiving an order confirmation. Even worse, if a gateway crashes, the corresponding participants will not be able to submit any orders until that gateway restarts. To address such stragglers and achieve fault tolerance, we use message replication by letting market participants submit replicas of the same order through multiple gateways instead of one gateway. The matching engine processes the earliest-arriving replica and drops the others.

### 4 EVALUATION

**Testbed.** To benchmark CloudEx and evaluate the effectiveness of DDP and ROS, we launch a 65-node Google Cloud cluster, including 48 market participant VMs of type n1-highmem-2, 16 gateway VMs of type n1-highmem-8 and 1 matching engine VM of type n1-standard-64 [18]. All VMs are deployed within the same zone (us-centra1-a).

**Trading Setup.** The exchange has 100 symbols for trading. For §4.2, the matching engine has one shard, and each market participant submits around 450 orders/s on average (22K orders in total processed by the matching engine per second), for a total duration of 5 minutes per experiment.

**Clock Synchronization.** The VM clocks are synchronized using the Huygens algorithm [30]. During a sample 3-hour run in our testbed, the $99^{th}$ percentile clock offsets average
around 159 ns. To illustrate the benefits of synchronization, we first run CloudEx without the inbound resequencing mechanism. The inbound unfairness ratio is 24.6%. With clock synchronization, even a static \( d_c \) of 0 achieves an inbound unfairness ratio of 8.4%.

### 4.1 Throughput and Latency

We benchmarked our matching engine by varying the number of shards; throughput and median latency results are summarized in Table 1. After reaching 8 shards, the throughput stops improving since different shards need to serialize their updates to shared data structures (e.g., portfolios).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shards</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Submission Latency (μs)</th>
<th>End-to-End Latency (μs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22k</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40k</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>1089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>49k</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>61k</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>161k</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The submission latency is the latency from when the participant submits the order to when the matching engine receives the order.
2. The end-to-end latency is the latency from when the participant submits the order to when it receives the order confirmation from the matching engine.

### 4.2 Evaluation of DDP and ROS

**DDP Evaluation.** Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate the advantages of the DDP strategy over static delay parameters of different values from 400 – 1200 μs. DDP enjoys two major benefits. (1) **Direct control over unfairness ratios:** Instead of setting a delay threshold that has a complex relationship with unfairness ratio, we can set a target unfairness ratio. Then, DDP can automatically tune delay parameters to meet this target. This makes the unfairness ratio more predictable. (2) **Adaptability:** When the message delay varies during runtime, DDP dynamically tunes the delay value to guarantee a fairness target, without sacrificing too much queuing/releasing delay.

We evaluate two scenarios to prove each benefit. In the first scenario, we simply run CloudEx without artificial delays, to prove DDP can control the unfairness ratio according to different targets (Fig. 4). For the second one, to examine the adaptability of DDP, we simulate variable latencies by periodically injecting 0, 400 and 200 μs of delays to the gateway-engine link every 6 seconds (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 indicates that the DDP strategy (shown in red) offers direct control, allowing exchange operators control over the level of fairness for market participants. As shown in the figure, all experiments with DDP yield unfairness ratios that are very close to the target ratios. By contrast, sweeping static delay parameters (shown in blue) achieves a poorer trade-off, because unfairness ratios and delay parameters are not simply related. For example, in some cases, a small reduction of the delay parameter (e.g., from 400 μs to 200 μs for the inbound direction) may lead to a worse unfairness ratio by more than one order of magnitude. In other cases, a large increase (e.g., from 400 μs to 1000 μs for the inbound direction) offers little reduction in the unfairness ratio, illustrating the difficulty of directly setting delay parameters.

Fig. 5 indicates that DDP adapts to the time-varying environment, and achieves a better trade-off between fairness and queuing/releasing delay. In other words, with similar inbound/outbound unfairness ratio, DDP achieves lower queuing/releasing delay than the static counterparts.

**ROS Evaluation.** In Fig. 6a, we show the change of the submission latency as the replication factor (RF) increases. Comparing the single submission (RF = 1) with the replicated submission (RF = 3), we can see that the median latency is reduced by 15% (365 μs to 309 μs), and the 99.9th percentile latency is reduced by 40% (1096 μs to 658 μs). However, increasing the RF also increases CPU usage (Fig. 6b). When the RF exceeds 3, latency degrades due to the CPU spending more time in discarding duplicates.

### 5 RELATED WORK

**Algorithmically Tackling Unfairness.** Complementary to CloudEx’s goal of reducing latency variability, several proposals tackle unfairness due to latency variability by changing the matching engine’s algorithm itself. For instance, some order-matching algorithms give equal [25] or random [36] matching priority to orders arriving within a certain time range—instead of the strict FCFS order required by continuous price-time matching [8].

**Online Multiplayer Games.** Multiplayer online gaming servers, like CloudEx’s exchange servers, ideally process players’ actions in the order in which players executed them, and publish game state updates to all the players simultaneously. Sync-MS [35] similarly uses synchronized timestamps for fairness, but is evaluated in simulation instead of in the cloud. Moreover, timescales in the gaming context (milliseconds) are an order of magnitude larger than those in financial exchanges (∼100 μs).
6 DISCUSSION

We now discuss security, regulatory, and performance concerns associated with CloudEx and also outline avenues for future work on CloudEx.

Security. We envision that addressing security concerns in migrating an exchange to the public cloud would be best facilitated by a tight feedback loop between exchange operators and cloud providers. AWS GovCloud [22] and Azure for US Government [23] offer insights into practices deployed when migrating infrastructure that hosts highly sensitive and access-controlled information. For example, GovCloud capabilities include (1) limiting personnel with access to physical infrastructure, (2) auditing the logs of accesses to VMs, and (3) controlling a cloud customer’s access to specific resources using identity management [21].

Regulation. Exchanges vary in the extent of their regulation. At the one extreme, exchanges for cryptocurrencies (e.g., Binance [24] and Coinbase [28]) and auction/bidding platforms (e.g., eBay) are relatively unregulated, while exchanges for equities (e.g., NASDAQ) are subject to regulations by government agencies (e.g., FINRA and the SEC in the US). These regulations are location-dependent and include...
Reg NMS in the US [40] and MiFID II [38] in Europe. While CloudEx’s ideas are applicable to all of these exchanges, the more unregulated exchanges do present an easier path to the short-term adoption of CloudEx. For exchanges where regulation is critical, we note that several other functions in the finance industry and other closely regulated industries such as healthcare have successfully migrated to the cloud and these can potentially serve as a blueprint for financial exchanges as well [29].

**Performance.** We identify a few areas of performance improvement in CloudEx. Networking primitives like DPDK [3] and RDMA [31] can be used instead of ZeroMQ to lower latency; throughput can be improved by employing fine-grained locking of shared data structures; and unfairness caused by variability in latency measurements can be reduced by using NIC hardware timestamps [1, 4]. The use of bare-metal instances in the cloud can further improve CloudEx’s performance.

7 CONCLUSION

Exchanges have started migrating from carefully-designed and bespoke infrastructure to the noisy and best-effort public cloud. In this paper, we present CloudEx—a fair-access cloud exchange. We are currently pursuing three main avenues for future research. First is improving CloudEx’s performance as described in §6. Second, we plan to use CloudEx as a market simulator for conducting research on exchange design (e.g. new auction mechanisms [25] and order types [16]). Third, we believe the techniques in CloudEx are applicable beyond financial exchanges to domains such as ad exchanges [19], massively multiplayer games, and multi-agent control. We also intend to open source CloudEx as we envision its most compelling use cases will be through its use as an open platform for teaching and research.
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